Sir/Ma'am,

On behalf of the Under the Wings Team, thank you for the opportunity to talk with the JROTC Cadets in your unit. This opportunity will allow us to help our communities and create citizens of character. We would like to ensure you that our briefs are a positive reflection of the Department Air Force and our core values. Our Mentors have tailored their presentations to fit the sensitive and unique climate of speaking to High School Students. Once again thank you for the opportunity. After this form has been completed, please email it to holmcenter.under.thewings@us.af.mil.

I, ______________________________, grant approval for an assigned Airman or Guardian from the Under the Wings Mentorship Program to present to my unit. I acknowledge that Airmen and Guardians must adhere to the direction of AFI 35-105 Community Relations, specifically chapter 6; Speeches, public appearances, messages and official functions. I acknowledge that Per DOD 5500.07R Federal government employees shall not accept any gift of value given to them because of their government position or by a "prohibited source." I have read and understand the Under the Wings Handbook. I understand that signing this document insinuates that my school also approves of participation in Under the Wings. I understand that at no time will a mentor be with any cadets while unaccompanied by an Instructor. Failure to abide by the aforementioned guidelines may result in administrative actions.

INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE

Valid for 2023-2024 School Year

Mentor - Develop - Inspire